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Abstract 

 

A mini review based on radial growing macromolecules and core initiated Borane periphery 

decorated with o-carboranes and metallacarboranes that has been developed in the authors 

laboratories is reported. The review is divided into four sections; three of them are related to 

the design and synthesis of these large boron containing molecules and the fourth deals with 

the unique properties of anionic metallacarborane molecules that provide a glimpse of their 

potential for their promising use in medicinal applications. Their unique stability along with their 

geometrical and electronic properties, as well as the precise steric structure of 1,2-closo-C2B10H12 

(o-carborane) that has the potential for the incorporation of many substituents: at the carbon 

(Cc), at the boron and at both carbon and boron vertices, suggests this cluster as an innovative 

building block or platform for novel applications that cannot be achieved with organic 

hydrocarbon compounds. Poly(aryl-ether) dendrimers grown from fluorescent cores, such as 

1,3,5-triarylbenzene or meso-porphyrins, have been decorated with boron clusters to attain rich 

boron containing dendrimers. Octasilsesquioxane cubes have been used as core for its radial 

growth to get boron rich large molecules. The unique properties of cobaltabisdicarbollide cluster 

for: i) self-assembly in water to produce monolayer nano-vesicles, ii) crossing lipid bilayer 

membranes, iii) interacting with membrane cells, iv) facilitating its visualization within cells by 

Raman and fluorescence techniques and v) their use as molecular platform for “in vivo” imaging 

are discussed in detail. 
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Introduction 

Boron, which is not present on the Earth in its elemental form but only in the form of compounds 

such as borax, boric acid and borates, is distributed in the nature as in air, in soils and in surface 

freshwaters. Boron is probably a prebiotic element with special relevance.[1] Despite that high 

boron concentration in the soils is toxic to plants and some boron derivatives are used as 

herbicides, though boron is an essential micronutrient for plant’s growth as well as for some 

animals.[2] In humans, boron deficiency apparently affects the function or the composition of 

skeleton, kidney, and brain.[3] In addition, boron deficiency is associated with the metabolism of 

several other nutrients including calcium, copper, potassium, magnesium, nitrogen or vitamin 

D, among others.[4] It is well documented that ancient civilizations (Babylonians, Egyptians, 

Chinese, Romans as well as Arabians) used boron compounds as drugs. Since the eighteenth 

century, boric acid (H3BO3) has been widely used for topic administration because of its strong 

reactivity against bacteria and fungi.[5] 

Boron is located at the left side of carbon in the Periodic Table. Boron and carbon are the 

elements that have the property to build molecules of unlimited size by covalent self-bonding; 

these polyhedral compounds are named boranes.[6] The term electron deficient is usually 

applied when discussing boron clusters.[7] The bonding in such boron compounds may be 

adequately described by the use of delocalized three-centre two-electron bonds (3c-2e).[7] 

Therefore, a line drawn in a structural representation of a molecule indicates an interaction or 

connectivity, not a bond in the two-centre two-electron (2c-2e) sense. Most of the known 

polyhedral compounds of this type contain four to twelve atoms but icosahedral cages are the 

most studied.[8] 

The polyhedral closo [B12H12]2- borane is a robust icosahedral cage stabilized by three-

dimensional delocalization of thirteen bonding electron pairs (Chart 1).[9] This charge-delocalized 

ion [B12H12]2- may be considered the 3D parent aromatic species[10] that serves borane chemistry 

as benzene serves organic chemistry.[11] Isoelectronic substitution of one or two B-H vertices in 
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closo [B12H12]2- by C-H provides the carborane derivatives: closo [1-CB11H12]- and closo C2B10H12.[8] 

The word carborane, a contraction of the IUPAC name, carbaborane, is used for cluster 

compounds containing carbon and boron atoms. Largely, the twelve-vertex closo C2B10H12 

icosahedral carboranes have been the most widely studied (Chart 1). The three known isomers, 

in which the carbon atoms occupy ortho- (1,2), meta- (1,7), or para- (1,12) vertices are white 

solids that rank among the most stable molecular compounds known (Chart 2). IUPAC approved 

prefix designations indicate the degree of “closed” and “open” polyhedral character for the 

carboranes.[12] The term “closo” is used for closed polyhedra having triangular faces only and 

“nido” for closed polyhedra in which a boron vertex has been removed from the parent closo 

polyhedron.[12] 

The principal feature of boranes and carboranes is a triangular face polyhedral or polyhedral 

fragment framework of carbon and boron atoms. The boron and carbon atoms are located at 

the polyhedron vertices. A terminal hydrogen atom is bonded to the cluster vertex via a classical 

2c-2e bond. Metallacarboranes, [M(C2B11H12]-, are derivatives of boron hydrides that contain 

carbon and metal atoms into the fragment. Many metals have been incorporated as cluster 

vertices.[13]
 These Boron cluster families (Chart 1) display many particular characteristics that do 

not find parallel in their organic counterparts. In addition, the shape of the stable icosahedral 

clusters, [B12H12]2-, [CB11H12]-, C2B10H12 brings the possibility to build larger high boron containing 

molecules having the icosahedral boron cluster as the core, allowing for a maximum of twelve 

primary branches in a unique spatial disposition. 

Dendrimers are hyperbranched and mono-dispersed macromolecules that have a perfectly 

defined, multifunctionalized and reproducible structure.[14] The well-defined size, molecular 

weight and specific number of end groups of dendrimers can be well controlled thus improving 

their physical and chemical characteristics compared with classical polymers.[15],[16] The  

structural diversity and special properties make dendrimers suitable for a wide range of different 

applications, such as catalysis, magnetic applications, redox, molecular electronics, energy 
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conversion, sensing, photo-optical materials and nanomedicine, among others.[17],[18],[19] The 

advantage of introducing changes in their structures (nucleus, branches and terminal groups) 

allows to modulate their behaviour with the goal focused to designing and synthesizing 

dendrimers more specific for certain areas, such as carriers for drug delivery.[20],[21],[22]  

An efficient Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) treatment needs effective boron 

delivery agents that fulfil the following requirements: 1) an accumulation of approximately 10-

30 µg of 10B per gr of tumor cells; 2) a low systemic toxicity; 3) a high tumor-to-healthy tissue 

and tumor-to-blood boron concentration ratios; 4) an efficient retention of 10B in the tumor 

during the irradiation; and 5) an easy quantification and monitoring systems of the boron carrier 

concentration and biodistribution in the patient. Plesek reported that most of the polyhedral 

boranes are essentially nontoxic due to their inertness to biochemical reactions.[23] Lethal doses 

60 (LD60) of [B12H12]2- to rats by oral administration has been estimated as 7g/kg.[24] 

Along the years, several research groups have been involved in the development of boron 

enriched macromolecules, by incorporating boron clusters in the interior or at the periphery of 

different dendrimeric systems, such as PAMAM, Poly-L-lysine and Pentaerythritol based 

dendrimers,[25] which possess a great potential as boron carrier for BNCT.[26] In addition to these, 

other macromolecules as star-shaped molecules having cores made of 1,3,5-triarylbenzene and 

hexaphenylbenzene decorated with boron clusters,[27] high boron content aliphatic polyester 

dendrimers,[28] as well as carbosilane dendrimers decorated with closo-carboranes and 

cobaltabisdicarbollide derivatives have also been developed.[29],[30],[31] 

Apart from dendrimers-based macromolecules, another type of scaffolds used to 

functionalize with carborane clusters to obtain high boron content systems are Polyhedral 

Oligomeric Silsesquioxanes (POSS) (RSiO1.5)n (n = 8) or octasilsesquioxanes. POSS are nanosized 

building blocks for organic/inorganic hybrid materials of general formulae [RSiO1.5]8 with a 3-D 

scaffold that are easy to synthesise and exhibit versatile functionality, high robustness and 

thermal stability.[32] These POSS frameworks can be modified to control the nanostructure 
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assembly and tailor chemical properties as oxidative stability and catalytic activity, as well as 

mechanical, electrical, optical or electronic properties.[32d],[33] These exceptional characteristics 

make silsesquioxane based materials very useful for a wide variety of applications, including 

emitting layers in OLEDs,[34] thermally and chemically resistant polymers and ceramics,[35] or 

nanomedicine,[36] among others.  

So, focusing on the carborane cluster, their versatile vertices allow the icosahedral cage to act 

as a scaffold to extend the dendron from the carbon cluster atoms to the periphery or to be 

modified as a focal point. Yamamoto et al. reported on the synthesis of serving as water-

solubilizing groups of o-carborane cluster derivatives for BNCT. These compounds were 

synthesized via a palladium-catalysed reaction under essentially neutral conditions (Scheme 

1).[37] 

The high stability of [B12H12]2- to strong bases, strong acids and oxidizing agents is unique 

for boron hydride structures. However, most of boron hydride borates react smoothly with 

certain reagents, particularly electrophilic species, to give stable derivatives in which hydrogen 

atoms are replaced by the attacking group.[38] The perhydroxylated closo [B12(OH)12]2- in which 

the icosahedral cage is retained was successfully synthesized in Hawthorne’s group by treating 

alkali metal salts of [B12H12]2- with 30% hydrogen peroxide.[11],[39] The hydrogen bonded arrays 

observed in the new cages point to the potential that closo [B12(OH)12]2- has in the development 

of species as central cores for the divergent growth of dendrimers. The twelve-fold functional 

icosahedral dodecaborate core is rigid and the directions of the arms within the first generation 

should be sterically favorable. The total esterification of the closo [B12(OH)12]2- with acetic 

anhydride or benzoyl chloride produced organoderivatized molecules of the icosahedral 

cluster.[11],[39],]40] The resulting scaffold named homo functional “closomer”, in which each vertex 

is substituted with an organic moiety represent the first example of such structural motif known 

in chemistry (Scheme 2). Spherical high boron containing closomer synthesis was achieved in 

2001 with the synthesis of: i) the dianionic homo functional closomer that contains an 
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icosahedral [B12]2- cluster as a core and twelve branches ending with neutral closo C2B10 units 

and ii) the synthesis of the fourteen anionic closomer that is formed by the icosahedral [B12]2- 

cluster core and twelve anionic nido [C2B9]- units at the end of the twelve branches.[41] The 

negative charges impart hydrophilicity to the closomer molecules, which attains solubility in hot 

water, while maintaining solubility in polar organic solvents. These boron-rich macromolecular 

anionic nanospheres possess great potential for their use in future as drug delivery platforms 

for cancer treatment using the BNCT technique. Homo functional closomers serving contrast 

agent functionalities for diagnostic in high-performance MRI were also developed.[42] Later, a 

bifunctional closomer probe for fluorine (19F) magnetic resonance and optical bimodal cellular 

imaging was also reported.[43] Scheme 2 displays the reported icosahedral [B12]2- homo 

functional “closomers”. 

Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is a promising binary therapy for the treatment of cancer, 

because malignant cells can be selectively targeted and destroyed in the presence of healthy 

normal cells.[44],[45] Along decades, many carriers have been designed as boron delivery vehicles, 

including porphyrins, amino acids, peptides, nucleosides and liposomes.[44],[46],[47],[48] Moreover, 

improved BNCT agents with higher tumor selectivity for being accumulated in tumor cells, such 

as glioblastoma multiform, neck and head cancers and melanomas have been reported.[49] 

Despite the number of boron drug delivery agents developed, delivery of adequate amounts of 

B to tissues, which would enhance the effectiveness of the treatment is still a challenge. To 

achieve the required amount of boron concentration dendrimers-based drug delivery agents are 

found to be superior in terms of accumulation and retention in the tumour tissues. Furthermore, 

tagging imaging contrast agents such as fluorescent dyes, optical or magnetic nanoparticles 

(Fe2O3), radioisotopes to the boron delivery agents will generate theranostic nanohybrids, that 

allows a better visualization of the drugs in vitro and in vivo.  

The most studied metallacarborane is cobaltabisdicarbollide [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- that 

was synthesized in 1965.[50] This anion has a great chemical stability, high molecular volume, low 
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nucleophilic character and low charge density because the negative charge is distributed 

between 45 atoms.[51] The derivative chemistry of the cobaltabisdicarbollide remains very much 

unexplored.[52] The fundamental reason is the lack of a comprehensive synthetic strategy leading 

to these derivatives. As for the closo C2B10H12 carborane compounds, substitutions may occur on 

[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- either on carbon or on boron. With few exceptions,[53] substitutions on 

carbon have been achieved only at an early stage of the synthetic process, i.e. on the starting o-

carborane,[54] but not by direct reaction at the [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- cage. 

 

In this review, we report on the results from our laboratories based on the radial growing of 

different cores to obtain periphery borane decorated macromolecules, which achieve high 

boron content. Icosahedral closo o-carborane cluster, organic centers (aryl-ether dendrons, 

1,3,5-triarylbenzene and meso-porphyrins) and purely inorganic octasilsesquioxane cubes are 

the different cores that have been functionalized with several branches ending with neutral or 

anionic boron clusters to achieve high boron containing macromolecules. The unique properties 

of the small cobaltabisdicarbollide molecule of self-assembly to form monolayer nano-vesicles 

that cross lipid bilayer membranes facilitating its cells’ uptake and posterior visualization within 

the cells by Raman Spectroscopy are discussed in detail. Furthermore, the more recent advances 

on the biological assessment of some cobaltabisdicarbollide derivatives, such as their 

antimicrobial activity, cells’ cytotoxicity, accumulation and visualization in living cells by 

fluorescence, as well as in vivo imaging by Positron Emission Tomography combined with X-ray 

Computed Tomography (PET-CT) have being included. 
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Results and Discussion 

1. Neutral 1,2-closo-C2B10H12 Carborane as Core for Radial Growing to Achieve High Boron 

Containing Macromolecules. 

The unique stability and geometrical properties, as well as the precise steric structure of 

closo isomers C2B10H12, suggest that these species are potential building blocks or platforms for 

novel applications that cannot be achieved with organic hydrocarbon compounds. Each one of 

the three isomeric closo C2B10H12 carboranes has the potential for the incorporation of many 

substituents: at the carbon (Cc) and boron vertices (Chart 3).[55],[38b] These species have two 

moderately acidic Cc-H vertices that are deprotonated with strong bases and subsequently can 

be functionalized using electrophilic reagents. The chemistry of boron-substituted carboranes is 

less developed than that of the carbon-substituted analogues because of the higher difficulty to 

introduce functional groups at the boron atoms of the carborane cage. The 10 B-H vertices 

present in each of the icosahedral carborane isomers have electrophilic substitution chemistry 

in many ways reminiscent of arenes. Thus, most reactions that occur at the boron vertices do 

not affect the carbon vertices, and vice-versa. Previous calculated charges[56] on 1,2-closo-

C2B10H12 show that B(8,9,10,12), i.e. the boron atoms located farthest from the cluster carbon 

atoms, are the boron atoms richest in electron density, whilst boron atoms B(3,6), which are 

closest to the cluster carbons are the poorer. B(3,6) are the most positive vertices (0.204 e), 

followed by B(4,5,7,11) (0.024 e), and finally B(8,9,11,12) (in the range -0.146 / -0.168 e) so, each 

vertex can selectively achieve a different reactivity according to its different electron density.[57] 

The rigid three-dimensional icosahedra hold substituents in well-defined spatial relationships 

and most transformations maintain the integrity of the underlying geometry. 

o-Carborane, 1,2-closo-C2B10H12, has been adapted to perform as a core of globular 

macromolecules, dendrons or dendrimers by substitution only at the Cc-H, only at the B-H or at 

both vertices Cc-H and B-H (Charter 3). 
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1.1.- Neutral 1,2-closo-C2B10H12 Carborane as Core through substitution at the carbon vertices. 

The o-carborane cluster provides a unique platform for the construction of molecules with a 

variable degree of branches and a wide range of derivatization. The large number of cluster 

vertices offers a unique core for the construction of highly branched macromolecules with full 

control over the substitution’ position (Chart 3), which may convert the cluster molecules as 

multifunctional molecules. How? By the capacity to functionalize the different vertices with 

branches terminated with distinct functionalities (fluorescent dyes, radiopharmaceuticals, MRI, 

contrast agents, …) to provide multi-modal treatments, e.g. diagnostic and therapy in addition 

to drug delivery nanocarriers.[5a] 

Small carbosilane dendrons in which a closo carborane is located at the focal point have been 

prepared by a sequence of steps involving hydrosilylation and reduction reactions.[58] For this 

purpose, compounds 1-5 were used as scaffolds for peripheral functionalization with styrene, 

chlorovinylstyrene, or suitable carboranes, while keeping the Ccluster-Si (Cc-Si) bond to produce 

compounds 6-8 (Scheme 3). Besides, the reaction involving nucleophilic attack by fluoride or 

other nucleophiles, and the subsequent cleavage of Cc-Si bonds, is a well-documented process 

in carboranylsilane chemistry.[59] Thus, the possibility to use carboranes as a platform for 

dendron functionalization and cluster elimination by nucleophilic cleavage of the Cc-Si bond 

offers a new strategy to introduce other functions. The modification of the carborane by 

reduction with Mg/BrCH2CH2Br was also achieved.[58] The possibility of the cluster modification 

by reducing agents, while keeping the Cc-Si bonds, represents another alternative to prepare 

new carboranylsilane dendrons. 

In addition, following our studies on cobaltabisdicarbollides’ direct substitution[60]to 

produce novel high boron content polyanionic species with enhanced water solubility, we 

explored the possibility of using lithiated boron clusters as nucleophiles to produce a new family 

of high boron content polyanionic large molecules.[60],[61],[62] The zwitterionic compound [3,3’-

Co(8-(CH2CH2O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)] has been shown to be susceptible to nucleophilic 
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attack on the positively charged oxygen atom, e.g. by pyrrolyl,[63] imide, cyanide or amines,[64] 

phenolate, dialkyl or diarylphosphite,[65] N-alkylcarbamoyldiphenylphosphine oxides,[66] 

alkoxides[67],[68] and nucleosides[69] yielding in one anionic species formed by the opening of the 

dioxane ring.[61] 

Trying to synthesize high boron content polyanionic multicluster macromolecules, we 

studied the nucleophilic behavior of the mono- and di-lithiated salts of 1,2-closo-C2B10H12, 1,7-

closo-C2B10H12 and 1,12-closo-C2B10H12 isomers toward [3,3’-Co(8-(CH2CH2O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-

C2B9H11)].[70] It was concluded that mono- and di-litiated salts of 1,2-closo-, 1,7-closo- and 1,12-

closo-C2B10H12 isomers act as nucleophiles (Scheme 4) in the ring opening reaction of [3,3’-Co(8-

(CH2CH2O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)] leading to: i) the monoanionic type species [1-X-2-R-1,2-

closo-C2B10H10]-, (R= H, (9); CH3, (10); C6H5; (11)); [1-X-1,7-closo-C2B10H11]- (12) and [1-X-12-closo-

C2B10H11]- (13) and ii) the dianionic compounds [1,2-X2-1,2-closo-C2B10H10]2- (14), [1,7-X2-1,7-

closo-C2B10H10]2- (15) and [1,12-X2-1,12-C2B10H10]2- (16), (where X= [3,3’-Co(8-(CH2CH2O)2-1,2-

C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]-). These two sets of compounds contain both structural motifs, 

cobaltabisdicarbollide and closo-carborane within the same molecule.[61] 

Even though the closo carborane clusters are structures showing high stability with respect to 

strong acids, they react with Lewis bases yielding more opened structures, known as nido, by a 

partial deboronation process that implies the loss of a B-H cluster’s vertex. Several nucleophiles 

such as alkoxides,[71] amines,[72] fluorides,[73] phosphanes[74] have been used in the deboronation 

reaction. The nucleophilic attack takes place at one of the boron atoms directly bonded to both 

carbon atoms, the B(3) or its equivalent B(6), since they both present electronic deficiency. 

Scheme 5 shows that regioselective removal of one B-H vertex from 1,2-closo-C2B10H12 cluster 

of the double cluster monoanion of type [1-X-2-R-1,2-closo-C2B10H10]- species (where X= [3,3’-

Co(8-(CH2CH2O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]- and R= H, (17); CH3 (18), C6H5, (19)) takes place by 

heating with ethanolic KOH to give a series of dianions [7-X-8-R-7,8-nido-C2B9H10]2-. As 

anticipated, the same degradation procedure applied to the dianionic triple-cluster compound 
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[1,2-X2-1,2-closo-C2B10H10]2- gave rise to the trianionic species [7,8-X2-7,8-nido-C2B9H10]3- (20), 

substituted at both carbon atoms of the eleven-vertex dicarborane cluster. The fact that these 

high boron content large molecules are polyanionic, makes them more soluble in water, and 

increases their potential for biological uses. The presence of closo or nido carborane subclusters 

permits a ready modification of these molecules by attaching variable substituents onto the 

carbon and boron vertices. This may add new properties to the boron clusters and, in fact, give 

rise to new species that can be used potentially in medicine as good candidates to improve the 

BNCT techniques’ efficiency.[61] 

 

1.2.- Neutral 1,2-closo-C2B10H12 Carborane as Core through substitution at the boron vertices. 

Keeping in mind the afore mentioned properties of carborane to be functionalized at the boron 

vertices, two families of o-carborane derivatives with precisely defined patterns of substitution 

have been built starting with the diiodinated (9,12-I2-1,2-closo-C2B10H10), (21), and tetra iodinated 

(8,9,10,12-I4-1,2-closo-C2B10H8), (22), o-carboranes (Chart 3b and Scheme 6). The cross coupling 

reaction with allylmagnesium chloride in the presence of [PdCl2(PPh3)2] as catalyst and CuI as 

cocatalyst proceeded to completion after a few hours, yielding the di or tetra substituted derivatives 

(23 and 24, respectively) (Scheme 6).[75] The terminal olefinic groups are free to be further reacted. 

As an example for the development of these dendrimers, a hydroboration/oxidation reaction was 

carried out to transform the terminal double bonds to terminal hydroxyl groups giving compounds 

25 and 26. BH3·THF was used as the hydroborating agent, resulting in a specific anti-Markovnikov 

process (Schemes 6). Later, the hydroxyl terminated arms, in a specific compact area of the cluster 

characterized by adjacent boron vertices, were coupled leading to a di and quadruped shaped 

structure, which might serve as a versatile dendritic, dendron or globular precursor macromolecules 

(Chart 3) containing multiple carborane or metallacarborane clusters at their periphery (Schemes 7 

and 8).[75] The resulting arborol structures, comprising the pendant arms that end with reactive 
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organic groups, and residing at reactive vertices located on opposite sides of a central o-

carborane core, can be envisaged as versatile precursors for dendritic growth. 

Schemes 7 and 8 show that the esterification reaction of the di and tetra alcohols (compounds 25 

and 26,respectively) by organic acids or the click reaction on the di and tetra azides obtained from 

the tetra chloride derivative are possible. Further, the synthesis of the polyanionic dendron like 

molecules (27 and 35) containing metallabisdicarbollide at the periphery and carborane as a core in 

the molecule, was achieved.[75] Moreover, these borane cage subunits can be further modified by 

attaching different and varied substituents either on the cage carbon or boron vertices, which makes 

these structurally flexible compounds potential candidates for BNCT of cancer cells and HIV-PR 

inhibition.[76] 

In addition, the presence of the two Cc-H on these Boron substituted o-carborane cluster allows 

their derivatization through coordination elements S or P providing the type of molecules shown 

in Figure 1 that can be fixed in surfaces such as gold nanoparticles (NPs), Magnetic nanoparticles 

(MNPs), Quantum Dots (QDs) or silica,… among others as reported by the parent o-

mercaptocarborane 1-SH-1,2-closo-C2B10H11 and m-carboranylphosphinate 1-OPH(OH)-1,7-

closo-C2B10H11 synthons (Figure 1).[77] An example of the C cluster derivatization of the 9,12-

(HOCH2CH2CH2)2-1,2-closo-1,2-C2B10H10 (25) compound was to employ the boron cluster for the 

modification of the physicochemical and biological properties of nucleic acids; this was made 

possible by designing conjugates of DNA oligonucleotides and oligofunctionalized boron clusters 

as building blocks for the construction of 2D and 3D nanoframeworks.[78] To reach this goal, two 

reactions were conducted. The first one was the protection of hydroxyl functions of dialcohol 

with acid labile trityl group (compound 25) and then the functionalization of Cc-H vertices using 

the ring opening reaction method of lithiated carborane with ethylene oxide (Scheme 9)[79] 

obtaining 1-HOCH2CH2CH2-9,12-(TrOCH2CH2CH2)2-1,2-closo-C2B10H9 compound (31). To anchor 

this compound through the Carbon cluster on Controlled Porous Glass (borosilicate) and run 

Automated DNA synthesis, the terminal alcohol group was transformed to succinate (43) and 
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then into the p-nitrophenyl ester (44) as shown in Scheme 9. Subsequent condensation of the 

active ester with the primary amino groups of the long chain alkylamino-controled porous glass 

(LCA-CPG) provided the required modified solid support (Scheme 10a). The oligonucleotide 

synthesis on the modified LCA-CPG support was achieved by using standard phosphoramidite 

chemistry (Scheme 10b).[80] At the end of the automated DNA synthesis, the cleavage of the 

support and the phosphate deprotection of the oligonucleotide (45) was performed in 25% 

aqueous solution. 

Another example is the substitution of the two Cc cluster vertices of di and tetra branched o-

carborane to obtain the globular tetra branched and hexa branched o-carborane derivative as it 

will be described in the next section. 

 

1.3.- Neutral 1,2-closo-C2B10H12 Carborane as Core through substitution at both carbon and 

boron vertices. 

The substitution of the two Cc cluster vertices of the terminal diallyl (23) and tetra allyl (24) 

branched o-carboranes by two allyl groups was achieved by the reaction of the corresponding 

dilitiated compounds with two equivalents of allylbromide. The globular tetra branched and 

hexaallyl branched o-carborane derivatives (46 and 47) were obtained as shown in Schemes 11 

and 12.[81] The posterior hydroboration/oxidation reaction of the allyl groups provide the tetra 

9,12-(HOCH2CH2CH2)2-1,2-(HOCH2CH2CH2)2-1,2-closo-1,2-C2B10H8, (48) and hexa-alcohol 

8,9,10,11-(HOCH2CH2CH2)4-1,2-(HOCH2CH2CH2)2-1,2-closo-1,2-C2B10H6, (49), which react with 

four or six molecules of the zwitterionic compound [3,3’-Co(8-(CH2CH2O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-

C2B9H11)] by the well-known cycle opening reaction producing a new class of globular 

polybranched macromolecules that contain multiple anionic metallacarborane clusters at the o-

carborane cluster periphery (compounds 50 and 51, respectively).[81] These polyanionic globular 

high boron rich containing molecules, which are water soluble, were isolated as 
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tetramethylammonium salt. The reinforced electrostatic noncovalent interactions between 

anionic PEG-COSAN branches and the ammonium cation have been proved by ESI-MS.[81] 

These new class of water soluble high boron rich containing globular polybranched 

macromolecules that contain multiple anionic metallacarborane clusters at the o-carborane 

periphery could be of interest for BNCT as well as for drug delivery.[81] 

 

2.- Organic Cores to Obtain High Boron Content Decorated Dendrimers. 

2.1.- Aryl-ether dendrons and 1,3,5-triarylbenzene as fluorescent cores. 

The first set of closo and nido carborane containing “Fréchet type” dendrons were reported 

by our group in 2007,[82] followed by a second set published in 2011.[83] The neutral carboranyl-

functionalized aryl-ether derivatives 52-55 were synthesized by the reaction of ,’-bis(3,5-

bis(bromomethyl)phenoxy-p-xylene or ,’-bis(3,5-bis(bromomethyl)phenoxy-m-xylene with 4 

equivalents of the monolithium salt of 1-R-1,2-closo-C2B10H12 (R = CH3, C6H5) (Scheme 13). 

Subsequently, closo clusters partial degradation was successfully achieved using an excess of 

KOH in ethanol at reflux for 20 h to achieve the respective nido carboranes, that were easily 

isolated as K+ salts or precipitated by adding [Me4N]Cl to get the tetramethylammonium salts 

(56-63 in Scheme 13).[61] Salts were soluble in polar solvents, such as EtOH, DMSO and acetone, 

but the potassium salts were also soluble in water. All compounds were characterized by IR, 1H, 

11B and 13C NMR, and UV-Vis spectroscopies, as well as elemental analyses to confirm the tetra 

substitution of the starting molecules. 

Another set of boron rich dendrimers decorated with four and eight cobaltabisdicarbollide units 

(64-67) were obtained in moderate yields (41-62%) by the ring opening reaction of cyclic 

oxonium [3,3’-Co(8-(CH2CH2O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)] with the corresponding alkoxides, 

obtained from the deprotonation of terminal alcohols of different generations of poly(alkyl aryl-

ether) dendrimers, such as ,’-bis[3,5-bis(hydroxymehyl)phenoxy-p-xylene, ,’-bis[3,5-

bis(hydroxymehyl)phenoxy-m-xylene, ,’-bis[3,5-bis-[3,5-
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bis(hydroxymethyl)phenoxymethylenphenoxy-p-xylene and ,,’-bis[3,5-bis-[3,5-

bis(hydroxymethyl)phenoxymethylenphenoxy-m-xylene dendrimers.[84] Scheme 14 shows 

the synthesis of dendrimer 67 as one example. The best way to know if the reaction had been 

completed, is monitoring the 11B{1H} NMR spectra, since compound[3,3’-Co(8-(CH2CH2O)2-1,2-

C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)] shows different 11B resonances before and after the dioxane ring 

opening. 

Another family of high boron content macromolecules are the carboranyl-terminal Fréchet-type 

poly(aryl-ether) dendrimers that contain 1,3,5-triphenylbenzene moiety as core, along with 9 

substituted 1,2-closo-C2B10H10 moieties at the periphery (Scheme 15).[85] For this purpose, two 

different sets of carboranyl-containing hydrosilylating agents were used to perform the 

functionalization of the starting dendrimers that incorporate nine allyl ether groups (Scheme 

15). Regiospecific hydrosilylation reactions on the terminal allyl ether functions with both 

hydrosilylation agents, using a 9:1 ratio in the presence of Karstedt catalyst,[86] following with 

further purification by TLC, led to the corresponding Féchet-type dendrimers 69-72 (Scheme 15). 

One of the requirements to use compounds for biomedical applications is their biocompatibility 

and water solubility. With this purpose, polyanionic dendrimers 73 and 74 (Scheme 16) were 

prepared following the partial degradation method through nucleophilic attack on closo 

carboranes of the neutral dendrimers 71 and 72, (Scheme 16). The corresponding polyanionic 

macromolecules functionalized with nido carboranes were isolated as Na+ salts, which are 

soluble in water. These polyanionic dendrimers are “a priori” good candidates for exploring 

applications in boron delivery platforms. 

Using also Fréchet-type poly(aryl-ether) cores, polyanionic dendrimers peripherally 

functionalized with three, six, or twelve terminal cobaltabisdicarbollide units were prepared in 

good yields.[61] Hydrosilylation reaction of the terminal allyl ether groups of the dendrimers with 

the Cs[1,1’--Si(CH3)H-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2] derivative using 3:1, 6:1 and 12:1 ratios, in the 

presence of Karstedt catalyst, led to the formation of dendrimers 75, 76 and 77, respectively 
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(Scheme 17).[87] When we attempted to perform the hydrosilylation of dendrimer 68 in order to 

get the analogue to dendrimers 73 and 74, but decorated with cobaltabisdicarbollide units, the 

complete functionalization was impossible to achieve. A Monte Carlo simulation confirmed the 

difficulty to functionalize this dendrimer due to steric hindrance caused by the bulky 

metallacarborane.[87] 

 

2.2.- meso-Porphyrins as fluorescent cores. 

More recently we have reported the synthesis of a set of boron enriched dendrimers, in which 

the meso-porphyrin is the core of the dendrimer whereas the branches are constructed by aryl-

ether chains ending with eight, sixteen or thirty-two Me-o-carboranyl clusters (78-84) (Figure 2). 

[88] To obtain the desired -(E) isomers, different generations of porphyrin-cored dendrimers 

bearing terminal allyl groups were functionalized with the corresponding carboranylsilane by 

hydrosilylation reactions using Karstedt’s catalyst (see Scheme 18, as an example of synthesis of 

83). In all cases, binding of the carboranylsilane to the vinyl-and allyl- terminated dendrimers 

was monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy, tracing the vanishing of the alkene protons, as well as 

the new appearing resonances corresponding to -SiCH3 and -CH2- for the final dendrimers.  

 

2.3. Photophysical properties of dendrimers 

Closo Compounds 52-55 exhibited similar UV-Vis spectra with absorption maxima in the region 

309–320 nm in THF, and 329–332 nm in acetone, whereas a red-shift of 10-20 nm for their 

respective nido species 56-63 was observed. Compounds 52-63 exhibited fluorescence emission 

under UV irradiation, with maxima λem in the range of 373–381 nm for Ph-o-carboranyl, and 

363–370 nm for Me-o-carboranyl derivatives (Table 1).[82,83] Noticeably, the absorption and 

emission properties depend on the substituent (Ph or Me) linked to the adjacent Cc, the 

electronic nature of the cluster (closo or nido) and the solvent polarity. In general, for all species 

in any solvent, a red-shift of the emission was observed when the substituent is an electron-
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acceptor phenyl group, whereas the emission for those compounds containing an electron-

donating methyl group was exhibited at lower wavelengths. Then, the fluorescence emission 

could be modulated by introducing -Ph or -Me groups as substituents at the Cc of the carborane 

cluster. 

Compounds 69-74 exhibited absorption maxima in the region of 266-269 nm (Table 2); these 

absorption wavelengths were insignificantly altered when changing the Cc substituents or the 

electronic nature of the cluster (closo and nido). These dendrimers showed fluorescence 

emission maxima at around 366 nm in THF solutions (Table 2), and no influence on the emission 

wavelengths was observed with the different electron-acceptor (Ph) or electron-donor (Me) 

substutituents at the adjacent Cc. In general, those dendrimers containing closo Me-o-carboranyl 

moieties displayed higher F  than those bearing Ph-o-carborane clusters, which is attributed to 

a partial charge transfer process from the donor group to the closo phenyl-carborane that acts 

as acceptor.[61],[89] The increase of the dendrimer size and the number of terminal carboranyl 

moieties imply a loss of fluorescence quantum efficiency (see Table 2). Polyanionic dendrimers 

exhibited lower F ,  between 0.09 and 0.22, compared to the neutral ones. 

Cobaltabisdicarbollide-containing dendrimers 75-77 show absorption bands in the range of 307-

310 nm in acetonitrile, but contrary to the above carboranyl-containing poly(aryl-ether) 

dendrimers 69-74, they did not show fluorescence, as a quenching of the fluorescence takes 

place after functionalization with the metallacarborane derivatives. 

All the porphyrin-cored dendrimers 78-84 showed similar absorption and emission properties, 

which suggested that neither the increase of the dendrimer generation nor the number of 

peripheral Me-o-carboranyl units affect significantly their photophysical properties (Table 2). 

These dendrimers showed typical Soret bands in the range of 422-424 nm, Q1-bands at 514-550 

nm and Q2 bands at 550-556 nm, in some cases blue-shifted 1-6 nm, in CHCl3 solutions. The 

molar extinction coefficients () are in the range of 2.40x105 and 4.30x105 M-1cm-1. The emission 

maxima for non-metallated dendrimers appeared between 649 and 657 nm, whereas two 
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emission bands are observed for zinc porphyrin-cored dendrimers, with maxima in the range of 

596 and 604 nm (see Table 2). 

All these neutral and anionic carboranyl functionalized poly(aryl-ether) dendrimers represent a 

family of fluorescent macromolecule with high boron content, making them good candidates as 

boron delivery agents for potential applications in BNCT. 

 

3.- Octasilsesquioxane Cube as Core for Radial Growing to get Boron Rich Macromolecules. 

 

Carboranyl-containing cage-like octasilsesquioxane (POSS) structures (85 and 86) were prepared 

in high yields following two different routes:[90] i) the hydrolytic process based on hydrolysis and 

condensation of the corresponding carboranylalkylethoxysilane precursors and the 

nonhydrolytic route based on the specific reactivity of carboranylalkylchorosilane toward DMSO 

as oxygen source (Scheme 19).[91] Partial degradation of the closo carborane clusters in 

compounds 85 and 86 with KOH/EtOH lead to the respective octaanionic derivatives that were 

isolated as tetramethylammonium salts (87 and 88).[90] 

Another set of carboranyl-containing octasilsesquioxanes (89-91) were synthesized in high yields 

via olefin cross-metathesis reaction,[92] between the octavinylsilsesquioxane (OVS) and several 

carboranyl-styrene derivatives, using the Grubbs’ catalyst (1st generation) (Scheme 20a).[93] 

Carboranyl-containing octasilsesquioxane hybrids 92-94 were prepared in moderate yield, by 

Heck coupling reaction of octa(p-bromostyrenyl)silsesquioxane (p-BrStyrenylOS)[92b] with 

carboranyl-styrene derivatives,[93] using N,N-dicyclohexylmethylamine (NCy2Me) as base and 

[Pd(tBu3P)2] and [Pd2(dba)3] as co-catalysts (Scheme 20b). The same reaction was carried out to 

synthesize compound 95 that ends with eight Ph-m-carboranyl units.[94] 

Furthermore, two octasilsesquioxane-based hybrids decorated with metallacarborane 

derivatives (96-97) were synthesized via cross-metathesis reaction (Scheme 21).[95] Following 

the afore mentioned oxonium ring opening reaction, compounds [3,3’-Co(8-(CH2CH2O)2-1,2-
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C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)] and [3,3’-Fe(8-(CH2CH2O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)] bearing a terminal 

styrene group were synthesized by using the deprotonated 4-vinylphenol as the nucleophile. 

Cross-metathesis reactions of these two compounds with OVS were performed in the presence 

of the first generation of Grubbs’s catalyst to give E-isomers of hybrids 96 and 97 in 83 % and 45 

% yield, respectively (Scheme 21). The reactions were monitored by 1H NMR upon the total 

disappearance of the vinyl proton resonances from the Si-CH=CH2.  

Compounds 89-91 showed maxima absorption values at around 262 nm and emission maxima 

in the region between 340 and 480 nm in CH2Cl2, with very large Stoke’s shifts of 14010-11140 

cm-1 (152-110 nm). POSS compound 89 exhibited the highest fluorescence quantum yield of 

44%, in comparison with their counterparts 90 having 9% and 91 having 2%. This was attributed 

to the effect of the POSS cage, which acts as an organizing scaffold, causing restriction of the 

intramolecular movement of the arms and avoiding additional interactions between them. 

These results were corroborated by TD-DFT calculations, which supported the fact that no 

quenching of the fluorescence had occurred due to an intramolecular electron transfer process. 

Hybrids 92-94 showed vibronically structured UV-Vis absorption and emission spectra in CH2Cl2, 

with maxima absorption and emission of around 338 nm and 391 nm, respectively. All the 

compounds showed high molar absorption coefficients (29.2x104 - 58.1x104 M-1cm-1) and 

fluorescent quantum yields in solution (24% – 59%); the highest value was the one that 

corresponds to hybrid 92, which contains o-carborane units without substituents at the adjacent 

Cc atom. On the other hand, a noticeable quenching of the fluorescence was observed in solid 

state attributed to intermolecular interactions, where absolute ФF values of 4-7 % were 

obtained. 

Compound 96 showed the redox potential, near -1.74 V vs Fc (Co3+/2+ in cobaltabisdicarbollide); 

whereas for compound 97 the pair appeared around -0.74 V (Fe3+/2+ from 

ferrabisdicarbollide).[95] Despite 96 and 97 containing eight metallacarboranes each, they 

exhibited only one redox process in the CV, which indicated that all units undergo the redox 
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process simultaneously while acting independently, so that there is no electronic 

communication between the electro-active parts.  

 

4.- Biomedical studies of cobaltabisdicarbollide. 

Boron, the fifth element in the periodic table has been found to be an essential element for 

animals and humans, and possesses a broad spectrum of biological activities. In the last few 

years, there is an increasing interest in possible medicinal application of boron and boron 

compounds in the chemotherapy for some forms of cancer cells with high malignancy and of 

inoperable cancer cells.[96] Commercial boron-based drugs are still rare. Bortezomib (anti-cancer 

drug for multiple myeloma and mantle cell lymphoma and the first therapeutic proteasome 

inhibitor to be used in humans), tavaborole (AN2690) (to treat fungal or yeast infections of the 

toenails), crisaborole (AN2728) (to relieve redness, itching, swelling caused by mild to moderate 

eczema), epetraborole (AN3365) (used in clinical trials studying the treatment of bacterial 

(intestinal, urinary tract or community-acquired) infections) and SCYX-7158 (AN5568) (an 

antiprotozoal drug nowadays under clinical assays of sleeping sickness), 4-

(dihydroxyboryl)phenylalanine (BPA) and sodium mercapto-undecahydro-closo-dodecaborate 

(BSH) are used as drugs; the last two compounds are used in boron neutron capture therapy 

(BNCT). All of these boron-containing drugs are derivatives of boronic acids except BSH, that has 

an anionic boron cluster. 

In 2005, the first studies of the anionic [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- metallacarborane and some PEG 

derivatives as specific and potent inhibitors of HIV protease[97] were reported. Later, it was 

proven that these metallacarborane compounds were potential drugs to overcome antiviral 

resistance.[98] 

 

4.1.- Self-assembling of H[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2] and H[8,8’-I2-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2] in aqueous 

solution. 
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Our group reported in 2011 the unique property of the protonated salt of the 

cobaltabisdicarbollide, H[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2], to produce monolayer nano-vesicles of about 

20 nm radius in diluted water solutions (concentration range 1-13 mM).[99] When increasing the 

concentration, nano-vesicles and micelles coexist. The radius of the nano-vesicles increases to 

80-890 nm when adding the saline solution. It is very important to emphasize that these nano-

vesicles are monolayer in contrast to liposomes and natural membranes that are bilayer. Later, 

the unique property of the protonated salt of the diiodo-cobaltabisdicarbollide, H[8,8’-I2-3,3’-

Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2], to produce planar monolayer lamellar membranes with water layers between 

at a concentration in water above 130 mM at ambient temperature was reported.[100] It was 

suggested that dihydrogen B-H ··· H-Cc bonds have a major role in the formation of self-

assemblies. Recently, we have reported that 11B{1H}-NMR spectroscopy is an excellent probe to 

visualize the phase transition between nano-vesicles/monomer and micelles/monomer and that 

1H{11B}-NMR spectra provides complementary information in the dihydrogen B-H ··· H-Cc bonds 

formation.[101] Additionally, to enlighten on the interactions between adjacent 

metallabisdicarbollide clusters, DFT and QTAIM computational analysis that proved the 

intramolecular interactions were run on [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- and [8,8’-I2-3,3’-Co(1,2-

C2B9H10)2]-.[101] 

 

4.2.- Purely inorganic monolayer nano-vesicles, H[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2] and H[8,8’-I2-3,3’-

Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2], crossing lipid bilayer membranes. 

With the former knowledge, we wanted to know if these unique [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- 

monolayer membranes interact with natural membranes.[102] First, we studied the transport of 

metallabisdicarbollides (H[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2], Na[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2] and Na[8,8’-I2-3,3’-

Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2]) amphiphilic anions within planar phospholipidic bilayer membranes, that 

were prepared by using the Montal Mueller technique, and were analyzed using planar lipid 

bilayer electrophysiology.[103] The experimental protocol of this study is as follows: Once the 
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planar lipid bilayer was formed, the metallabisdicarbollide compound was added to the feeding 

side of the chamber. A current, which was measured by means of Vclamp technique, due to the 

transport of the anions was recorded for several minutes or hours. At the end of the experiment, 

the metallabisdicarbollide anion at the stripping solution that has crossed the bilayer membrane 

was analyzed. The concentration of metallabisdicarbollide was determined from the 

concentration of boron by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) 

measurements. Performing these experiments at different initial concentrations and 

experimental times, the metallabisdicarbollide transport through synthetic lipid membranes 

was confirmed and the kinetics of the process studied.[102] Lipid composition does not influence 

[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- transport rate, as no significant permeation differences were seen for 

model membranes of neutral lipid composition that mimic either prokaryotic (DPhPC: 1,2-

diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine,) or eukaryotic (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine, DOPC) cell membranes. But, a slight reduction of the metallabisdicarbollide 

anion transport rate was observed when the negatively charged membranes DOPC/DOPS (4:1) 

were used; DOPS is the anionic dioleoylphosphatidylserine lipid that mimics the surface charge 

density of a typical plasma membrane. These results revealed unexpected properties at the 

interface of biological and synthetic membranes.[102] 

To directly visualize the transferring behavior of the monolayer nano-vesicles of [3,3’-Co(1,2-

C2B9H11)2]- through artificial bilayer membranes, mixtures of [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- nano-

vesicles and liposomes’ solutions, were examined using cryo-TEM.[102] Figure 3 displays the 

interaction between [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- vesicles and liposomes. 

 

4.3.- Interaction of purely inorganic monolayer nano-vesicles, H[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2] and 

H[8,8’-I2-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2], with membrane cells. 

Then, we studied the interaction of the purely inorganic membranes, [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]-, 

[3,3’-Fe(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- and [8,8’-I2-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2]-, with living cells. To achieve it, 
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biological “in vitro” studies with different types of cells: Amoeba cells, Mammalian healthy and 

cancerous cells and bacteria were undertaken.[104] It was observed that for each concentration 

examined, metallabisdicarbollide compounds had no immediate effect on cell viability, with cells 

showing no signs of membrane disruption. However, after more than 5 hours blocked cell 

proliferation with ED50 values between 99-157 µM depending on the cells did occur (Table 3); 

the cells fully recovered in hours to days when metallabisdicarbollide is removed. 

Dictyostelium amoeba cells, which are eukaryotic cell evolutionarily close to animal cells but 

lacking caspase-mediated apoptosis,[105] were chosen to carry on the studies to prove the effect 

of [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- and [8,8’-I2-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2]- on cell growth. The same number of 

cells were incubated in three different media: One in the absence of boron 

metallabisdicarbollide compounds, the second one containing 500 µM of [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- 

and the third one containing the same concentration of [8,8’-I2-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2]-.[104] 

As shown in Figure 4, cells grew only in the absence of Boron compounds. After six days, the 

cells from the three experiments were isolated, washed and re-incubated within a media in the 

absence of Boron compounds; it can be seen that cells that had been previously in the media 

containing [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- start proliferation on the 9th day. On 11th and 17th days, cells 

were once again isolated, washed and re-incubated within a media in absence of Boron 

compounds and it was observed that the cells that had been in contact with [8,8’-I2-3,3’-Co(1,2-

C2B9H10)2]- start growing on the 16th day. Remarkably, metallabisdicarbollide compounds display 

cytostatic effect that is reversed after removal of the drug from the culture medium and cells 

resume their growth and proliferation. The [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- modification by bonding two 

iodo atoms increases cellular potency (Figure 4 and Table 3). Dictyostelium cell recovery after 

[8,8’-I2-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2]- treatment takes longer than [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- and is dose-

dependent, suggesting a stronger interaction with its cellular targets. In addition, the 

monoanionic and dianionic metallacarboranes displayed in Figure 5 were tested on the more 

sensitive Dictyostelium cells. Substitution of cobalt for iron as the central metal, [3,3’-Fe(1,2-
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C2B9H11)2]-, made no major difference to compound potency. However, methylation of [3,3’-

Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]-, or linking two [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- clusters via a PEG chain decreased 

potency on the cells. 

When tested on mammalian cell cultures, again [8,8’-I2-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2]- was more potent 

than [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]-.[104] In addition, the influence of different biocompatible cations: Li+ 

and Na+ salts of [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]-, (ED50 values were 2.5 and 2.6 µM, respectively); Li+ and 

Na+ salts of [3,3’-Fe(1,2-C2B9H11)2]-, (ED50 values were 3.2 and 3.1 µM, respectively); H+ and Na+ 

salts of [8,8’-I2-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2]-, (ED50 values of both salts was 1.8 µM) were tested, but no 

significant differences in the effects on cells were found. Consequently, from here on, all 

biological tests were carried out with Na+ as the cation of the anionic purely inorganic boron 

based [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- and its derivatives.[104] 

 

4.4.- Visualization of anionic boranes by Raman Spectroscopy and fluorescence. 

The presence of the metallacarboranes inside/outside the Dictyostelium cells and their drug 

quantification was visualized by Raman Spectroscopy monitoring the frequency about 2550 cm-

1 that corresponds to the B-H stretching.[106] The (B-H) bonds appear in the range 2500-2600 

cm-1; in this very specific region at the Raman and Infrared spectroscopies no other characteristic 

frequencies of organic compounds resonate. The Raman Microscopy images (Figure 6) clearly 

showed the presence of the [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- within the cytoplasm and to a lesser extent 

in the nucleus.[104],[106] 

The chemical stability of metallabisdicarbollides, [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- and [8,8’-I2-3,3’-Co(1,2-

C2B9H10)2]-, after being removed from Dictyostelium cells was proven by comparison of the 

MALDI-TOF-MS spectrum of the culture media with the pure metallabisdicarbollide.[104] 

Although boron clusters share many properties with organic drugs, they are inorganic and 

therefore not metabolized by cellular enzymes. This makes them attractive candidates for 

medicinal applications. 
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Our interest in the development of new boron delivery systems to be used for biological 

applications, led us to prepare a family of fluorescent organotin compounds that could be good 

candidates as nucleoli and cytoplasmatic markers in vitro.[107] These organotin compounds are 

based on 4-hydroxy-N'-((2-hydroxynaphthalen-1-yl)methylene)benzohydrazidato that was 

derivatized to contain [B12H12]2- (98, 99) and [3,3′-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- (100, 101) following the 

afored mentioned oxonium ring opening reaction (Scheme 22). These compounds showed 

photoluminescence properties in solution with quantum yields in the range 24% - 49%, being 

lower for cobaltabisdicarbollide derivatives. Remarkably, the linking of boron clusters to the tin 

complexes made them more soluble in the culture media and more readily available for cellular 

uptake, being internalized by the cells, as they do not aggregate either on the cells surface nor 

in the extracellular media. Mouse melanoma B16F10 cells were incubated at 10 µg/mL of the 

different compounds for 2 h and then analysed by confocal laser microscopy. Noticeable 

different staining effect was observed depending on the type of boron cluster attached to the 

organotin complexes; compounds bearing the cobaltabisdicarbollide anion showed an 

important fluorescence in the cytoplasm, whereas those bearing [B12H12]2- produced 

extraordinary nucleoli and cytoplasmic staining (Figure 7a). The remarkable fluorescence 

staining properties of these organotin compounds in B16F10 cells make them excellent 

candidates for fluorescent bioimaging in vitro.  

Another set of compounds designed as fluorescent dyes for cells are the BODIPY-anionic boron 

cluster conjugates bearing [B12H12]2- (102, 103), [3,3′-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- (104, 105), and [3,3′-

Fe(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- (106) anions. These conjugates were readily synthesized from the meso-(4-

hydroxyphenyl)-4,4-difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene (BODIPY) by ring opening reaction 

(Scheme 23).[108] The luminescent properties of the BODIPY were not significantly altered by the 

linking of the anionic boron clusters, showing emission fluorescent quantum yields in the range 

of 3-6 %. Moreover, the cytotoxicity and cellular uptake of compounds 102-106 were analyzed 

in vitro at different concentrations of B (5, 50 and 100 µg B/ml) using HeLa cells. None of the 
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compounds showed cytotoxicity at the lowest concentration (5 µg B/ml); compound 103 bearing 

[B12H12]2- and Na+ as cation was non cytotoxic at any concentration, while the other compounds 

showed toxicity at the highest concentrations. The percentage of living cells incubated with 

compound 102 decreased with the concentration, being 60% and 35% of cell viability at 50 and 

100 µg B/ml, respectively. On the contrary, the percentage of viability was lower than 17% and 

5% for cells incubated with 50 and 100 µg B/ml of compounds 104-106, respectively. In general, 

compounds 102-106 are better internalized by cells than the starting nonfunctionalized BODIPY. 

The internalization efficiency for all the compounds was assessed at the lowest concentration (5 

µg B/ml), in which they are not cytotoxic; remarkably compounds 104-106 were successfully 

internalized by cells, exhibiting a strong cytoplasmic stain (Figure 7b). The exceptional cellular 

uptake and intracellular boron release, together with the fluorescent and biocompatibility 

properties make compounds 104 and 105 good candidates for in vitro cell tracking. 

 

4.5.- [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- as a molecular platform for “in vivo” imaging. 

In the previous section, we have demonstrated that the in vitro cell culture studies indicate that 

[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- and its derivatives accumulate within cells. This raises the question of 

whether [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- based molecules can distribute and accumulate in organs and 

tissues, which is particularly important for use in BNCT. The large number of cluster vertices in 

[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- offers a unique core for the construction of poly branched 

macromolecules that might convert the cluster in multifunctional molecules. In addition, the 

stability of the 3D rigid scaffold might be amalgamated with the capacity to functionalize the 

different vertices with different functional terminations (fluorescent dyes, 

radiopharmaceuticals, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) contrast agents, drugs, targeting 

ligands, etc.) to provide multi-modal treatments, i.e. diagnosis + therapy (chemo + radio + BNCT 

+ photodynamic) in addition to performing as drug delivery nanocarriers. It can be foreseen that 

the treatment would speed up while diminishing secondary effects. 
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With the aim to generate mixed-doubly functionalized [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- derivatives in 

mind, we designed the synthesis of new bi-functional (iodine and polyethylene glycol, PEG) [3,3’-

Co(8-I-1,2-C2B9H10)(8’-PEG-1’,2’-C2B9H10)]- derivative and its unprecedented radiolabelling with 

either 125I (gamma emitter) or 124I (positron emitter) via palladium catalyzed isotopic exchange 

reaction (Scheme 24).[109] Incorporation of 125I and 124I enabled the determination of the 

biodistribution pattern of the radiolabeled cobaltabisdicarbollide species by using 

dissection/gamma counting and real-time, “in vivo” and noninvasive imaging (PET-CT), 

respectively. Comparison with its parent [3,3’-Co(8-I-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]-, was also 

carried out. 

The labelled [3,3’-Co(8-124/125I-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]- derivatives were intravenously 

administered to mice and their bio distribution was investigated. There was a rapid 

accumulation of [3,3’-Co(8-125I-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]- in lungs and liver over 2 hours, 

matched by a decrease in blood content over the same time period. There was a lower 

accumulation in heart, kidneys, spleen and stomach over the same time period. Independently, 

[3,3’-Co(8-124I-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]- was administered to mice and then followed using 

Positron Emission Tomography (PET). Again accumulation was observed in lung, heart, kidneys, 

liver and stomach. Furthermore, synthesis of a new bi-functional (iodine and PEG) [3,3’-Co(8-

124/125I-1,2-C2B9H10)(8’-PEG-1’,2’-C2B9H10)]- derivative (Scheme 24), which would allow further 

functional derivatization, was tested and found to have the same distribution as [3,3’-Co(8-124I-

1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]-.[109] 

These results demonstrate that, as suggested from in vitro experiments, [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- 

and its derivatives can accumulate in tissues within the body, offering a means to both deliver 

and track compounds for BNCT. Interestingly, the in vivo studies did not show accumulation of 

radioactivity in the thyroid gland, suggesting the stability of both [3,3’-Co(8-124I-1,2-

C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]-and [3,3’-Co(8-124I-1,2-C2B9H10)(8’-PEG-1’,2’-C2B9H10)]- derivatives. 
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Due to the non-invasive nature of PET imaging, this unprecedented radiolabelling of [Co(8-I-

C2B9H10)(C2B9H11)]- with 124I and 125I should be suitable for the radiolabelling of specifically 

targeted [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- derivatives, enabling their evaluation in vivo and facilitating 

translation into the clinical setting shortening the time from bench to bed for boron carrier 

drugs. 

 

4.6.- Antimicrobial activity of [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]
- derivatives. 

Boron compounds (boronic acids, boron heterocycles, etc.) are reported to be promising 

antibacterials and antifungal agents.5 Medical treatment for some microbial illnesses is 

complicated nowadays by the appearance of new multiresistant strains, and therefore, a new 

class of highly selective antimicrobial boron containing compounds could be necessary.[110] 

Towards this aim, a series of [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- derivatives (Figure 8) were screened to 

evaluate their putative antimicrobial properties in vitro for their minimum inhibitory 

concentration (MIC) against Gram-positive and -negative bacteria.[111] Pure cultures of 16 

pathogenic bacterial strains (isolated from animals and humans as well as control strains) and 3 

strains of Candida spp were applied in antimicrobial studies that were performed by the agar-

diffusion method of Bauer-Kirby and the method of minimum inhibitory concentrations. The 

obtained results revealed that among the compounds examined Na[3,3’-Co(8-RO(CH2CH2O)2-

1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)] R= CH3CH2- and -CO-(2-OH-C6H4) exhibited the highest antimicrobial 

activity that was equal or even higher than those of the commercially available broad-spectrum 

antibiotic, thiamphenicol. The cobaltabisdicarbollide H[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2] was shown to 

express comparatively lower antibacterial and antifungal properties as compared to its 

derivatives. From a practical point of view it is important to emphasize that the Methicillin-

resistant strain of Staphylococcus aureus (TSA MRSA), the poly resistant strains of Pseudomona 

aeruginosa, as well as of Candida spp., are sensitive to the compounds Na[3,3’-Co(8-

RO(CH2CH2O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)] R= CH3CH2- and -CO-(2-OH-C6H4). Tables 4 and 5 
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shown the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC50) and (MIC50), respectively, of some 

cobaltabisdicarbollide complexes on pathogenic microorganisms (Gram-positive and Gram-

negative pathogenic bacterial strains and on Candida spp.) versus wide-spectrum antibiotic 

thiamphenicol (used as positive control).[111] 

The effect of cobaltabisdicarbollide complexes displayed in Figure 8 on the viability and 

proliferation of cultured Madin-Darby bovine kidney cells (MDBK) were studied and their results 

shown in Table 6. Cytotoxicity concentration (CC50) for each compound was determined by 

thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide test (MTT) and neutral red uptake cytotoxicity assay (NR) 

after 72 h of treatment. All data points represent an average of three independent assays.[111] 

Recently, it has been reported that [3,3’-Co(8-CH3CH2O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]- has a high 

bacteria-killing efficiency observed with eradication of all TSA MRSA cells within 30 min.[112] 

More importantly, unlike the vancomycin antibiotic, a repeated treatment with [3,3’-Co(8-

CH3CH2O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]- would not induce drug resistance even after 20 passages 

of TSA MRSA. The mechanistic study showed that [3,3’-Co(8-CH3CH2O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-

C2B9H11)]- kills TSA MRSA by inducing an increase in the reactive oxygen species (ROS) production 

and consequentially inducing irreversible damage to the cell wall/membrane, which ultimately 

leads to the death of TSA MRSA. These results suggested that [3,3’-Co(8-CH3CH2O)2-1,2-

C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]- may be used as a promising antimicrobial therapeutic agent against TSA 

MRSA infections in future clinical practices. 

 

Conclusions 

In this review, we report on the results from our laboratories based on the radial growing of 

different cores to obtain borane decorated macromolecules at the periphery, which achieve 

high boron content. The families of compounds described in section 1 are based on the unique 

geometry and precise steric structure of the 1,2-closo-C2B10H12 cluster that has the potential for 

the incorporation of many radial substituents at the carbon, at the boron and both at the carbon 
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and boron vertices. This cluster is an innovative building block or platform for the design of novel 

globular large molecules that cannot be achieved with organic hydrocarbon compounds. Section 

2 covers a compilation of different type of poly(aryl-ether) dendrimers grown from various 

cores, such as Fréchet-type dendrons, 1,3,5-triarylbenzene or meso-porphyrins, which have 

been decorated with boranes to attain rich boron-content macromolecules. In Section 3, 

octasilsesquioxane cubes (POSS) have been used as core for its radial growth to get boron rich 

large molecules. The most relevant photophysical and electrochemical properties of these 

borane containing dendrimers and POSS hybrids have also been reviewed. The unique 

properties of cobaltabisdicarbollide cluster such as: i) self-assembly in water to produce 

monolayer nano-vesicles, ii) crossing lipid bilayer membranes, iii) interacting with membrane 

cells, iv) facilitating its visualization within cells by Raman and fluorescence techniques and v) 

their use as molecular platform for “in vivo” imaging are discussed in detail in section 4. 

Based on the biological properties of the small anionic cobaltabisdicarbollide molecules 

reported here, it can be foreseen that the periphery decorated highly boron rich polyanionic 

borane macromolecules may have a promising future in medicinal applications such as BNCT 

agents or as drug delivery systems. Research in this direction is undergoing in our laboratories. 
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Chart 1. Icosahedral borane and heteroboranes with their vertex numbering: dianionic closo 

[B12H12]2-
 borane, neutral closo o-C2B10H12 carborane and metallacarboranes [3,3’-M(1,2-

C2B9H11)2]-, M= Co(III); Fe(III). 
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Chart 2. The isomers of the closo-C2B10H12: ortho- (1,2), meta- (1,7), or para- (1,12); as well as 

nido-[C2B9H12]- isomers: ortho- (7,8) and meta- (7,9). 
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Chart 3.- Schematic representation of the different o-carborane branched families: (a) two 

branches at the Cc vertices (e.g. compounds 9-20); (b) two and four branches at the highly 

compact B vertices (e.g. compounds 23, 25, 27-34 and compounds 24, 26, 36-42, respectively); 

(c) multibranched at both Cc and B vertices (e.g. compounds 31, 43-51). 
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Figure 1.- Compact packing of 3D icosahedral carborane molecules stabilizing gold NPs, MNPs 

and QDs. 
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Figure 2. Different generations of high boron rich porphyrin-cored aryl-ether dendrimers.  
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Figure 3. CryoTEM image of the interaction between [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- nano-vesicles and 

liposomes at the ratio (3:1) suspended in vitreous ice. 
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Figure 4. Growth arrest on Amoeba Cells was reversed at 500 µM by Na[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2] 

and Na[3,3’-Co(8,8’-I2-1,2-C2B9H10)2] after removal the Boron compound of the culture media. 
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Figure 5. Schematic view of the monoanionic and dianionic metallabisdicarbollide compounds, 

which ED50 was investigated with Dictyostelium cells. 
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Figure 6. Chemical imaging of HEK293 cell treated with 25mM of Na[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2] for 1 

hour. Image shows phase contrast image and five Raman spectra (Spectra 1-5) show the spectral 

fingerprint of the cell at 2570 cm-1 (B-H peak) at different positions across the cell. 
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Figure 7. a) Confocal bioimages of B16H10 cells incubated with 10 µg/mL of tin complexes 

bearing [B12H12]2- (left) and [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B10H11)]- clusters (right) for 2 hours. b) Confocal 

bioimages of HeLa cells incubated with BODIPY-cobaltabisdicarbollide conjugates at 5 µg B/ml 

concentration for 2 hours.     

a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b)   
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Figure 8. Schematic view of the anionic cobaltabisdicarbollide compounds investigated with 

cultured Madin-Darby bovine kidney cells (MDBK). 
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of peripheral carboranyl-functionalized dendrons of polyols cascade type. 

(a) Epichlorohydrin, [NBu4]I, KOH, H2O. (b) Propargyl bromide, NaH, DMF. (c) B10H14, CH3CN, 

toluene.  
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Scheme 2.- The reported icosahedral [B12]2- homo functional “closomers”.  
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Scheme 3. Preparation of peripheral carboranyl-functionalized dendrons.  
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Scheme 4. Formation of the monoanionic and dianionic twelve-vertex dicarboranes modified by 

the 8-substituted [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- function via a 1,4-dioxahexane interconnection chain. 
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Scheme 5. Partial deboronation reaction of closo compounds yielding the corresponding di and 

trianionic species. 
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Scheme 6. Derivatization reactions on (a) 9,12-I2-closo-1,2-C2B10H10 and (b) 8,9,10,12-I4-closo-

1,2-C2B10H8. 
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Scheme 7. Derivatization reactions on 9,12-(HOCH2CH2CH2)2-closo-1,2-C2B10H10.  
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Scheme 8.- Derivatization reactions on 8,9,10,12-(HOCH2CH2CH2)4-closo-1,2-C2B10H8. 
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Scheme 9. Derivatization of the tribranched 1-HOCH2CH2-9,12-(TrOCH2CH2CH2)2-closo-1,2-

C2B10H9. 
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Scheme 10. a) Preparation of the solid (LCA-CPG) with the tribranched 1-HOCH2CH2-9,12-

(TrOCH2CH2CH2)2-closo-1,2-C2B10H9. b) Solid-support synthesis of triplet-shaped 1-HOCH2CH2-

9,12-(HOTTTTOCH2CH2CH2)2-closo-1,2-C2B10H9. T= Thymidine phosphonic. i) detritylation: 3 % 

DCA in CH2Cl2; ii) coupling: 7, 5-ethylothio-1-H-tetrazole in CH3CN; iii) oxidation: I2 in THF/2,6-

lutidine/H2O; iv) capping: 1 M acetic anhydride in tetrahydrofuran/pyridine (1:8 v/v); v) cleavage 

from the support and phosphate deprotection: 25% NH3 aq. 

a) 

 

b) 
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Scheme 11. Deprotonation reaction on Cc-H of the di and tetra B-substituted o-carborane 

derivative with n-butillitium and nucleophilic substitution with allyl bromide to produce tetra 

branched compound. Hydroboration/oxidation reaction on the olefinic terminal groups to 

achieve the corresponding polyalcohols. Nucleophilic oxonium ring opening reaction on 

zwiterionic compound [3,3’-Co(8-(C4H8O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)] by deprotonated hydroxyl 

compound to obtain the tetra anion [1,2,9,12{3,3’-Co-{8-(C4H8O2-1,2-C2B9H10-1’,2’-C2B9H11}-

O(CH2)3}4-1,2-closo-C2B10H8]4-. 
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Scheme 12. Deprotonation reaction on Cc-H of the tetra B-substituted o-carborane derivative 

with n-butillitium and nucleophilic substitution with allyl bromide to produce hexabranched 

compound. Hydroboration/oxidation reaction on the olefinic terminal groups to achieve the 

corresponding hexaalcohols. Nucleophilic oxonium ring opening reaction on zwiterionic 

compound [3,3’-Co(8-(C4H8O)2-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)] by deprotonated hydroxyl compound 

to obtain the hexaanion [1,2,8,9,10,12{3,3’-Co-{8-(C4H8O2-1,2-C2B9H10-1’,2’-C2B9H11}-O(CH2)3}6-

1,2-closo-C2B10H6]6-. 
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Scheme 13. Frèchet-type aryl-ether derivatives bearing closo and nido-o-carborane clusters. 
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Scheme 14. Synthesis of a poly(aryl-ether) dendrimer peripherally functionalized with eigth 

cobaltabisdicarbollide moieties. 
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Scheme 15. Synthesis of carboranyl-terminated poly(aryl-ether) dendrimers via hydrosilylation.  
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Scheme 16. Partial deboronation of closo-carboranes to get polyanionic fluorescent dendrimers. 
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Scheme 17. Cesium salts of polyanionic dendrimers with peripheral cobaltabisdicarbollides.   
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Scheme 18. Synthesis of porphyrin-cored dendrimers decorated with sixteen Me-o-carboranyl 

units.   
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Scheme 19. Preparation of neutral and anionic octasilsesquioxane hybrids decorated with o-

carboranyl units via hydrolytic and nonhydrolytic processes and partial deboronation.   
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Scheme 20. Synthesis of luminescent POSS hybrids: a) by cross-metathesis reaction of 

octavinylsilane with styrenyl-carborane derivatives; b) by Heck reaction between the octa(p-

bromostyrenyl)silsesquioxane and the styrenyl-carborane derivatives.  
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Scheme 21. Synthesis of POSS hybrids decorated with metallacarboranes by cross-methatesis 

reaction. 
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Scheme 22. Synthesis of fluorescent tin complexes bearing boron clusters to be used as cell 

markers.  
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Scheme 23. Procedure to obtain the fluorescent BODIPY-anionic boron cluster conjugates. 
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Scheme 24. a) Synthesis of mixed-doubly functionalized [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- derivative. b) 

Radiolabelling reactions on [3,3’-Co(8-I-1,2-C2B9H10)(1’,2’-C2B9H11)]-and [3,3’-Co(8-I-1,2-

C2B9H10)(8’-PEG-1’,2’-C2B9H10)]- derivatives were performed by palladium catalyzed iodine 

exchange reaction. 

 

a) 

 

b) 
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Table 1. Emission properties of Frèchet-type dendrons in different solvents. 

  

  
 

em 

(nm) 
 

Compound Clusters THF Acetone  Other solvents 

52 closo Ph-o 373  374 375 (toluene); 374 (CHCl3) 
53 closo Me-o 366 368 367 (Toluene); 368 (CHCl3) 
54 closo Ph-o 369 - 371 (toluene) 
55 closo Me-o  333 - 363 (toluene) 
56 nido Ph-o 375 375 379 (H2O) 
57 nido Ph-o  373 375 381 (DMSO) 
58 nido Me-o  363 365 369 (H2O) 
59 nido Me-o  363 364 370 (DMO) 
60 nido Ph-o  370 - 373 (H2O) 
61 nido Ph-o 369 - 371 (DMSO) 
62 nido Me-o 339 - 362 (H2O) 
63 nido Me-o 338 - 366 (DMSO) 
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Table 2. Photophysical properties of carboranyl containing dendrimers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a Measured in THF; b measured in H2O; c unavailable, due to the low solubility of the compound in water 

  

Compound  Nº clusters abs (nm) em (nm) F
 

69 9 269 366 0.54 a 
70 9 269 366 0.24a 

71 9 269 366 0.51a 

72 9 269 366 0.11a 

73 9 267 367 0.13b 

74 9 n.a n.a n.ac 

78 4 423 657 - 
79 8 422 656 - 
80 8 422 649 - 
81 8 423 603, 645 - 
82 16 423 596, 643 - 
83 16 424 604, 644 - 
84 32 424 599, 641 - 
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Table 3: Effective dose (ED50) for [3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2]- and [8,8’-I2-3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2]- on 

cell growth  

 

 Compound ED50 (mean ±SD, M) 

Cell type Na[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2] 
Na[8,8’-I2-3,3’-

Co(1,2-C2B9H10)2] 

HEK293 121 ± 3.8 30 ± 3.8 

HeLa 157 ± 8.6 23 ± 2.5 

THP-1 154 ± 8.9 44 ± 6.0 

3T3   99 ± 5.5 29 ± 0.8 

Dictyostelium 2.6 ± 0.3 1.8 ± 0.1 

E.coli B/r     nc1 53 ± 5.4 

Klebsiella pneumonia     nc1 65 ± 4.1 

 

1 not calculated: unable to measure as ED50 is greater than 250 M, above the solubility of 

Na[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2] in LB medium. 
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Table 4: Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC50) of some cobaltabisdicarbollide complexes 

on pathogenic microorganisms. Thiamphenicol was used as positive control. 

 

  MIC50 

Microorganism 
Number 

of strains 
Na[111] Li[112] Na[108] Na3[109] Thiam. 

S. aureus 4 12.8 ± 7.3 36.0 ± 10.1 10.1 ± 7.3 48.0 ± 9.2 21.3 ± 6.2 

S. pyogenes 4 3.1 ± 1.6* 26.0 ± 6.0 2.5 ± 0.6** 48.0 ± 9.2 20.0 ± 9.9 

E. coli 4 7.0 ± 1.0* 26.0 ± 6.0 4.0 ± 0.1* 22.0 ± 6.0 12.0 ± 2.3 

P. aeruginosa 4 18.0 ± 5.0 22.0 ±6.0 8.0 ± 2.8* 17.0 ± 5.7 20.5 ± 3.8 

Candida spp 4 1.4 ± 0.2*** 28.0 ± 4.0 2.3 ± 0.4*** 32.0 ± 0.1 14.0 ± 2.0 

Significantly lower MICs versus wide-spectrum antibiotic thiamphenicol (used as positive 

control) are presented as follows: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 vs. thiamphenicol 
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Table 5. Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC90) of some cobaltabisdicarbollide complexes 

on pathogenic microorganisms. Thiamphenicol was used as positive control. 

 

 
 MIC90 

Microorganism 
Number 

of strains 
Na[111] Li[112] Na[108] Na3[109] Thiam. 

S. aureus 4 25.5 ± 9.2 72.0 ± 20.4 20.3 ± 4.0 88.0 ± 48.0 38.5 ± 10.7 

S. pyogenes 4 6.3 ± 5.5* 52.0 ± 24.0 5.0 ± 2.4* 96.0 ± 36.9 34.0 ± 14.4 

E. coli 4 14.4 ± 4.0 52.0 ± 24.0 8.0 ± 0.0* 43.5 ± 25.0 25.0 ± 10.4 

P. aeruginosa 4 36.0 ± 20.0 43.5 ±25.0 15.0 ± 12.0 34.0 ± 22.0 37.0 ± 10.1 

Candida spp 4 2.8 ± 0.8** 56.0 ± 16.0 4.5 ± 1.7** 
64.0 ± 

0.0*** 
28.5 ± 7.0 

 

 

Significantly lower MICs versus wide-spectrum antibiotic thiamphenicol (used as positive 

control) are presented as follows: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001 vs. thiamphenicol 
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Table 6: The effect of the cobaltabisdicarbollide complexes displayed in Figure 8 on the viability 

and proliferation of cultured Madin-Darby bovine kidney cells (MDBK). Cytotoxicity 

concentration (CC50, µg/ml) for each compound was determined by thiazolyl blue tetrazolium 

bromide test (MTT)[113] and neutral red uptake cytotoxicity assay (NR)[114] after 72 h of treatment. 

All data points represent an average of three independent assays. 

 

Compound MTT  NR 

Na[111] 15.3 ± 1.4 12.4 ± 2.1 

Na[107] 25.7 ± 2.5 29.7 ± 1.9 

Na[108] 37.4 ± 2.9 40.8 ± 3.1 

Li[112] > 100 > 100 

Na3[109] > 100 > 100 

Na[110] 19.4 ± 1.7 17.2 ± 0.8 

H[3,3’-Co(1,2-C2B9H11)2] 31.2 ± 3.7 26.8 ± 2.2 

Thiamphenicol > 100 > 100 
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